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Abstract—Wikipedia is an Internet encyclopedia where
any user can edit articles. Because editors act on their
own judgments, editors’ biases are reflected in edit actions.
When editors’ biases are reflected in articles, the articles
should have low credibility. However, it is difficult for users
to judge which parts in articles have biases. In this paper,
we propose a method of clustering editors by editors’
biases for the purpose that we distinguish texts’ biases by
using editors’ biases and aid users to judge the credibility
of each description. If each text is distinguished such as
by colors, users can utilize it for the judgments of the
text credibility. Our system makes use of the relationships
between editors: agreement and disagreement. We assume
that editors leave texts written by editors that they agree
with, and delete texts written by editors that they disagree
with. In addition, we can consider that editors who agree
with each other have similar biases, and editors who
disagree with each other have different biases. Hence,
the relationships between editors enable to classify editors
by biases. In experimental evaluation, we verify that our
proposed method is useful in clustering editors by biases.
Additionally, we validate that considering the dependency
between editors improves the clustering performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wikipedia1 is an Internet encyclopedia and one of
the most successful user-generated content (UGC).
Wikipedia has high comprehension and the latest
information because anyone can edit articles. How-
ever, there are not only high quality editors but
also low quality editors for this reason. Low quality
editors would write improper statements. Therefore,
many articles that have low quality texts, such as
false descriptions. Additionally, editors’ biases are
reflected in edit actions because editors act on their
own judgments. In such a case, the articles have

1http://www.wikipedia.org/

low credibility. For these reasons, the credibility of
Wikipedia has been seen as a problem.

In order to solve this problem, we proposed a
technique for automatically measuring the credibil-
ity of texts [1] based on the assumption that the texts
which remain beyond many edits are credible. Our
system enables users to refer to the credibility of
each text.

However, measuring the credibility is difficult if
many people have opinions to the articles, such as
articles about politics, famous person, and common
sense of specific countries. This is because, if there
are many opinions and is no consensus about a
topic, we cannot decide whether each opinion is
credible or not. Wikipedia has the principle “Neutral
point of view2.” All editors must edit based on this
principle. However, the neutral point of view would
vary depending on the country, the culture and
the person. Edit warring between several groups is
due to difference in neutral viewpoints. Each group
believes that their own opinion must be correct.
From the viewpoint of the one, the texts written
by the other seems wrong. When two groups of
editors in an article have different opinions and
conflict with each other, one group would delete
texts written by the other group, and then the edit
warring occurs between two groups of editors. In
this case, the majority group may be judged to be
more credible than the minority group. If people
have multiple viewpoints in an article, majority rule
is inappropriate for judging the correctness of each
viewpoint. Therefore, we need to develop how to
aid users to judge the credibility of texts without
calculating the credibility of each text.

To accomplish this goal, we propose a method

2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Neutral point of view
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for clustering editors in an article by biases, and vi-
sualize the relationship of editors by network graph.
We distinguish texts’ biases by using editors’ biases.
If each text is distinguished such as by colors, users
can utilize it for the judgments of the text credibility.

Our system uses relationships between editors:
agreement and disagreement. We identify editors’
relationships from edits of leaving and edits of
deleting. Editors leave texts based on fact or bias
which is similar to their own. On the other hand,
editors delete texts including some errors or based
on bias which are opposed to their own. Therefore,
we can consider that editors leave texts written by
editors that they agree with, and delete texts written
by editors that they disagree with. Furthermore, we
assume that the stronger editors agree or disagree,
the more editors leave or delete in quantity. Based
on this assumption, we can determine the type of
relationships between editors and the strength of
the relationships from their edit actions. In addition,
we can consider that editors who agree with each
other have similar biases, and editors who disagree
with each other have different biases. Hence, the
relationships between editors enables to classify
editors by biases.

II. RELATED WORK

First, we introduce related work about assessing
the quality or the credibility of Wikipedia articles.
Edit history based approach [2], [3] is a major
approach for assuming the quality of articles. The
key idea of this approach is that the longer texts
remain beyond multiple edits, the more credible the
texts and editors. Their system measures the edi-
tor credibility, and the system measures the article
credibility by using the editors’ credibility. We [1]
also measured the credibility of articles in Japanese
Wikipedia using this approach. The important point
of this approach is, when texts are deleted, our
system considers the credibility of the editor who
deleted the texts to measure the credibility of the ed-
itor who inserted the texts. These studies are similar
to our study proposed in this paper in that the sys-
tems utilize the edit histories to aid users to judge the
credibility of each text in articles. However, in these
methods, a minority opinion might be excluded as
an incredible opinion because their systems do not

distinguish agreement relationships between editors
but measure the credibility of editors based on the
degree of remaining texts. Therefore, we do not
measure the credibility of editors, but group editors
who agree with each other. Our study differs from
their studies in this respect.

Next, we introduce the related work about biases
and editor network in Wikipedia. Paolo et al. [4], [5]
assumed that editors’s biases arise from difference
of languages, and they researched this task. Their
studies are similar to our study in the assumption
that editors have various viewpoints. However, in
our study, we focus on the bias of editors’ opinions
and how the bias affects the contents of Wikipedia.
Jesus et al. [6] investigated the bipartite network of
articles linked by common editors. This approach
is similar to our approach in visualizing networks
in Wikipedia, but we do not consider relationships
between articles and editors because we focus on
editor network in an article. Brandes et al. [7]
classified editors and visualized editors’ network
in the edit warring by defining editors as nodes
and disagreement relationships between editors as
edges. Their techniques are similar to our proposed
method in that an edge represents an editor and a
node represents the relationship between editors and
the system weights edges based on data extracted
from the edit history, but is different in not using
agreement relationships for clustering. In addition,
their method of weighting and clustering are also
different from our method.

III. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDITORS

In this section, we describe how to classify
editors in one article by editors’ biases. Fig. 1
shows the overview of our proposed system. First,
the system finds how many characters editors leave
and delete from the edit history. Next, the system
calculates the relationships for each pair of editors
using the extracted features. Finally, the system
classifies editors into several clusters based on the
relationships between editors. Consequently, each of
clusters consists of editors with similar biases.

A. Data Extraction from the Edit History

We extract statistical data about the editors’ ac-
tions of leaving and deleting from the edit history.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our proposed system.
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Fig. 2. An example of the edit by eF .

The edit history data includes the complete text
and editor’s name in every version. Therefore, by
analyzing the edit history, we can find which texts
are inserted and who inserts the texts. In addition,
we can find who leaves or deletes the texts.

Example 1: Fig. 2 gives an example of the edit.
Editor eA, eB, eC , and eD wrote several texts before
the edit by eF . Then, eF deletes the texts written by
eC and leaves the rest of the texts written by eA, eB,
and eD.

In this edit, eF deletes 41 characters written by
eC except special characters such as space, period,
comma, etc., and leaves 82 characters. The system
regards only characters in the sections edited by eF
as left characters. This is because editors may not
browse the whole of an article when the article has
a lot of texts.

B. Calculation of the Edit Weights between Editors

In this section, we calculate the edit weights
W (es, et) between two editors es and et by using the
statistics which are extracted from the edit history.
W (es, et) represents the strength of relationship
(agreement or disagreement) from one editor es ∈ E
to another editor et ∈ E, where E is a set of all
editors in the article.

As mentioned earlier, we identify the strength
of relationships from edits of leaving and deleting.
First, we will introduce Wl(es, et) and Wd(es, et).
Wl(es, et) represents the strength of the agreement
relationship and is calculated from edits of leaving.
Wd(es, et) represents the strength of the disagree-
ment relationship and is calculated from edits of
deleting. In order to calculate of these weights, we
consider the edit dependency between editors. When
es leaves texts written by et mainly, and when et’s
texts are left mainly by es, the weight of leaving
has a high value. On the other hand, when es leaves
texts written not only by et but also by various
editors, and when et’s texts are left by various
editors including es, the weight of leaving has a
low value. The weight of deleting is also similar.
We define these two weights as follows:

Wl(es, et) = log(cl(es,et)+1)
log(Csou

l
(es)+1)

(
log10

Cart
l

Ctar
l

(et)
+ 1

)
,(1)

Wd(es, et) = log(cd(es,et)+1)
log(Csou

d
(es)+1)

(
log10

Cart
d

Ctar
d

(et)
+ 1

)
.(2)

Now, we define cl(es, et) as the total number
of characters written by et and left by es in an
article. Additionally, We define the total number
of characters which are left by es as Csou

l (es) =∑
ej∈E cl(es, ej) Then, we define the total number

of left characters written by et as C tar
l (et) =∑

ei∈E cl(ei, et). C
art
l =

∑
ei∈E

∑
ej∈E cl(ei, ej) is the

total number of left characters in the article. We
calculate Wd(es, et) in the same way.

We calculate Wl(es, et) based only on edits of
leaving and Wd(es, et) based only on edits of delet-
ing, that is, we do not consider the correlation be-
tween leaving and deleting. Without considering the
correlation, when the number of characters which
is written by et and left by es is particularly more
than the number of characters which is written by et
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Fig. 3. An example of the edit relationship between es and et for
Example 2.

TABLE I. THE VALUES OF Wl(es, et) AND Wd(es, et) IN FIG.3

cl(es, et) Csou
l (es) Ctar

l (et) Cart
l Wl(es, et)

1000 1800 5400 50000 1.81

cd(es, et) Csou
d (es) Ctar

d (et) Cart
d Wd(es, et)

10 10 15 10000 3.82

and deleted by es, the weight of leaving from es to
et may be higher than the weight of deleting from
es to et. Therefore, it is inappropriate to calculate
weights of the edit action by a simple method such
as a subtraction of the weight of deleting from the
weight of leaving.

Example 2: In Fig. 3, es agrees with et, leaves
1000 characters and deletes 10 misused characters.
When a lot of editors agree with et, C tar

l (et) be-
comes high and the weight of leaving becomes
low. In addition, when et’s texts are rarely deleted,
C tar

d (et) becomes low and the weight of deleting
becomes high. Moreover, when es rarely deletes,
C tar

d (et) becomes even lower and the weight of
deleting becomes even higher. As shown in Table
I, Wd(es, et) becomes higher than Wl(es, et) even
though es agrees with et. If we decide the edit
weights by only using Wl(es, et) and Wd(es, et), the
system judges es disagrees with et.

It is necessary to consider the correlation between
edits of leaving and deleting so as to decide the
edit weights appropriately. We normalize the weight
of leaving and the weight of deleting so that the
weight of leaving/deleting becomes low when the
number of left/deleted characters is extremely lower
than the number of deleted/left characters. We define
the ratio of the number of left characters to the sum
of the number of left and deleted characters, and the
ratio of the number of deleted characters to the sum

as follows:

rl(es, et) =
cl(es, et)C

art
d

cl(es, et)Cart
d + cd(es, et)Cart

l

,(3)

rd(es, et) =
cd(es, et)C

art
l

cl(es, et)Cart
d + cd(es, et)Cart

l

.(4)

It is inappropriate to deal equally with an edit
of leaving n characters and an edit of deleting
n characters. This is because multiple editors can
leave the same text, and on the other hand, only
one editor can delete the same text. Therefore we
normalize by multiplication of cl(es, et) by Cart

d and
multiplication of cd(es, et) by Cart

l . We use these
ratios for normalization of the weight of leaving
and the weight of deleting. Specifically, we apply
Rl(es, et) and Rd(es, et) to reflect both Wl(es, et)
and Wd(es, et) in the edit weights.

Rl(es, et) =
1

1− log2 rl(es, et)
(5)

Rd(es, et) =
1

1− log2 rd(es, et)
(6)

Finally, we define the definitive weight of edit from
es to et as follows:

W (es, et) = Rl(es, et) ·Wl(es, et)

−Rd(es, et) ·Wd(es, et). (7)

The edit weight becomes a positive value if es agrees
with et, and becomes a negative value if es dis-
agrees with et. Furthermore, when this relationship
is strong, the absolute value of the edit weight gets
a big value.

IV. VISUALIZATION OF EDITOR NETWORK

GRAPH

In this section, we describe a method for clus-
tering of editors and visualizing the relationships
among editors.

A. Clustering

We make graphs of editors’ relationships, where
nodes are editors, edges are the relationships of
agreement or disagreement and weights of the edges
are strengths of the relationships. Now, we distin-
guish each group of editors who have similar biases
by clustering of the graph. In this approach, we
assume that one editor has only one bias.
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Newman [8] proposed a clustering technique that
is a bottom-up approach using modularity Q that
represents the quality of clustering. We use a tech-
nique adapted to this study based on the Newman’s
technique. Let eij be a ratio of positive weights
from one cluster i to another cluster j to all positive
weights, where i and j are the cluster ID. Therefore,
eii represents a ratio of positive weights in only
cluster i to all positive weights. eij is a ratio of
negative weights from cluster i to cluster j to all
negative weights. Now, we define e∗ij as follows:

e∗ij = eij − eij. (8)

We define an indicator of clustering quality as
follows:

Q∗ =
∑
i

(e∗ii − aibi), (9)

where ai =
∑

j eij and bi =
∑

j eji. Therefore, aibi is
the expected value of eii when edges are connected
randomly. We define an increment of Q∗ by the
combination of cluster i and cluster j as follows:

ΔQ∗
ij = e∗ij + e∗ji − aibj − ajbi. (10)

First, we distribute all editors to separate clusters.
Next, we integrate cluster i and cluster j that have
maximum ΔQ∗

ij , and we repeat the same process
until ΔQ∗

ij is less than 0.

B. Visualization

Fig. 4 shows the editor network graph in the
article “Nuclear power plant3”. Red edges and blue
edges represent the agreement relationships and the
disagreement relationships, respectively. Colors of
nodes differ per cluster. Editors in the same cluster
are generally connected by red edges. In addition,
the clusters that consist of only one node and are
located in a corner are connected by a lot of blue
edges. This is because these editors are vicious
editors such as vandals who delete all texts or are
deleted by all other editors. This means that an
editor who is a vandal or writes low quality texts
is isolated from other clusters.

In Fig. 4, the editors who oppose nuclear power
plant mainly belong to the yellow-colored cluster

3http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/原子力発電所

Fig. 4. Editor network graph of the article “Nuclear power plant”

located in the bottom right, and the editors who
approve nuclear power plant mainly belong to the
purple-colored cluster located in the bottom. In this
way, editors are classified into clusters by editors’
biases. We state detail of clustering results in the
next section.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In order to confirm the effectiveness of our editor
classification method, we conducted an experimental
evaluation. The experimental procedure is as fol-
lows:

1) Our proposed system extracts statistics data
about leaving, deleting and inserting texts
from the edit history of an article.

2) The observer manually labels active editors.
These labels represent editor’s biases.

3) The system computes the edit weights be-
tween editors by using the statistical data.

4) We make a graph in which nodes are edi-
tors, edges are the relationships of edit and
weights of the edges are the edit weights.

5) By clustering of the graph, the system clas-
sifies editors by bias.

6) We compare the clustering result and edi-
tors’ labels in order to evaluate the experi-
ment.
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Step 1) and 3) are mentioned in section III. Step
4) and 5) are mentioned in section IV. In step 2),
the observer manually labeled editors based on the
edit history. We choose 7 articles where editors can
be classified into three groups, such as positive,
negative, and even. In addition, we restrict targets
to the editors writing a lot of texts. This is because
it is comparatively easy to label only editors who
write a lot of texts. According to our former research
[1], about 80% of texts are written by the top 20%
of active editors in Japanese Wikipedia. Hence, we
regard the top 20% of the most active editors as
targets for evaluation.

In our experiment, we used a baseline method
of clustering by the simple weighting scheme as
follows:

W (es, et) =
cl(es, et)C

art
d − cd(es, et)C

art
l

cl(es, et)Cart
d + cd(es, et)Cart

l

. (11)

We classify editors by using three methods: this
baseline method, random clustering and our pro-
posed method.

A. Data Sets

In our experiments, we used the edit history of
Japanese Wikipedia dumped on October 27, 20124.
As mentioned above, the targets for the experiment
are articles where editors are able to be classified
roughly into three groups: positive, negative and
even. In the edit history, we can often observe
vandals who behave vicious actions such as deletion
of all texts. We label these editors “vandal,” how-
ever, because vandals disagree with each other, we
decide that each vandal has his or her own label.
Table II shows the names of articles used in the
experiment and the numbers of editors in each label.
“all” is the number of editors in each article, and
“sum” is the number of the top 20% of the most
writing editors. The representations of bias labels
in Table II are negative, positive and even, but, the
labels are practically various based on each article.
For example, the article “Nuclear power plant” has
three groups: anti-nuclear power, pro-nuclear power
and even. Anti-nuclear power means negative, and
pro-nuclear power means positive. In the article

4http://dumps.wikimedia.org/jawiki/20121027/
jawiki-20121027-pages-meta-history.xml.bz2

“AKB48,” there is no positive-editors because no
positive-editor was observed in the top 20% of the
most writing editors.

B. Evaluation measure

The most popular measures for cluster evalua-
tion are Purity, InversePurity and a harmonic
mean (F -measure) of Purity and InversePurity
[9]. Purity evaluates precision of the most fre-
quent label in each cluster produced by clustering.
InversePurity evaluates maximum recall of each
true cluster produced by labeling. We introduce
these measures for evaluating our clustering results.

C. Results and Discussions

As shown in Fig. 5, we calculated evaluation val-
ues of each clustering result. The vertical axis shows
Purity, InversePurity, and F -measure. The hori-
zontal axis shows article IDs. The green bars repre-
sent the random clustering, the blue bars represent
the baseline method, and the red bars represent
the proposed clustering method. Fig. 5 shows the
evaluation results based on Purity , InversePurity
and F -measure. A point in common among these
graphs is that the evaluation values of the baseline
method and our proposed method are higher than
the evaluation values of the random clustering in
most cases. Therefore, using relationships between
editors is valid for clustering of editors by biases.
Additionally, the evaluation values of our proposed
method are higher than the evaluation values of the
baseline method in most cases. In the comparison
using F -measure, 5 of 7 articles show that the
proposed method is better than the baseline method,
and two evaluation values in the rest of articles are
approximately the same degree. From these results,
the proposed method in which the edit dependency

TABLE II. TARGET ARTICLES AND THE NUMBER OF TARGET

EDITORS IN EACH LABEL

ID article name neg. pos. even vandal sum all
1 Nuclear power plant 16 4 37 3 60 302
2 Nanking Massacre 20 20 19 3 62 310
3 AKB48 (Girl group) 10 0 75 2 87 436
4 Kazuko Hosoki 32 1 32 2 67 337
5 Senkaku Islands 5 12 46 11 74 376
6 Emperor in Japan 5 2 17 3 27 137
7 Comfort women 14 14 28 1 57 291
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Fig. 5. Evaluation results based on Purity , InversePurity and
F -measure

between editors is reflected improves the clustering
performance. Superior editors write facts and even
contents, and consequently superior editors’ texts
are left by biased editors easily. For this reason, even
editors and biased editors are likely to be classified
into the same cluster if the edit weights are simply
decided as with Eq. (11). In our proposed method,
when an editor leaves a text written by another
editor who is left by many editors, the edit weight
comparatively indicates a low value. As a result,
the possibility of error clustering decreases, and the
clustering performance is improved.

Table III shows the clustering result of the article
“Nuclear power plant” by our proposed method. The

values of every bias in each cluster represent the
number of editors. From this table, we can see that
editors in the negative group are mainly classified
into cluster 3, and editors in the positive group are
classified into cluster 8. As you can see in Table III,
the number of clusters is more than the number of
labels. The number of labels is 6: negative, positive,
even, and three vandals, whereas the number of
clusters is 11. In fact, if we count clusters composed
of only editors who are not included the top 20%,
the number of clusters are 30. Therefore the recall
decreases, and this reduction makes InversePurity
low. In the article “Nuclear power plant,” Purity
is 0.9, but InversePurity is 0.467. These results
suggest that purity of each cluster is high, but editors
having the same label are divided into multiple
clusters. This feature is common to results of other
articles.

Two reasons for subdivision of clusters are con-
sidered. The first reason is the severity of ΔQ∗

ij

at Eq. (10) used in the clustering. In our proposed
method, we deal with negative weights, which rep-
resent the strength of disagreement relationships
between editors. In order to reflect the negative
weights in clustering, we define ΔQ∗

ij , however, the
combination condition of clusters became severe.
We can consider that this is one of the reasons for
the subdivision.

The second reason is the abstractness of labeling
by hand. In the experiment, we roughly classify
editors into three types of labels. However, edi-
tors have more subdivided biases practically. For
example, the clustering result in Table III shows
that editors who oppose nuclear power are mainly
classified into cluster 1 and cluster 3, but cluster
1 differs from cluster 3 in the features of editors.

TABLE III. CLUSTERING RESULT OF THE ARTICLE “NUCLEAR

POWER PLANT”

Cluster ID neg. pos. even vandal
1 1 0 0 0
2 0 0 6 0
3 14 0 4 0
4 0 0 5 0
5 0 0 7 0
6 0 0 0 1
7 1 0 7 0
8 0 4 1 0
9 0 0 0 1

10 0 0 7 0
11 0 0 0 1
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Cluster 3 consists of editors who oppose government
cost estimates and claim danger of nuclear power.
On the other hand, cluster 1 consists of editors
who describe Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster.
Furthermore, difference is seen between clusters of
even editors. The number of even clusters is 5, but
editors who eagerly form contents are concentrated
in cluster 10. The texts written by the editors in
cluster 10 occupy 63% of the whole texts in the
latest version. In this way, the number of clusters
in the proposed method is more subdivided than the
number of labels.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method of clustering
editors by bias, and visualized the relationship of
editors using network graph. We calculated the
strength of relationships between editors from the
data of leaving and deleting, and used the relation-
ships to classify editors by bias. In the evaluation
experiment, we introduced Purity，InversePurity
and F -measure to measure the effectiveness of our
proposed method. Consequently, we verified the
relationships of agreement or disagreement between
editors that identified from leaving/deleting relation-
ships are useful in clustering editors by bias. Addi-
tionally, we validated that weighting based on the
dependency between editors improves the clustering
performance.

We will show several future directions for our
study. Our method utilizes only characters of texts
for clustering, but we can also use the features
of contents. Sachan et al. [10] reported that using
not only link structure but also contents improves
the clustering performance. The features of contents
enable us to decide the edit weights more properly.

We extracted the relationships between editors
from the edit history, but there are few pairs of
editors who have the relationships. Prediction of
edge between editors who have no relationship is an
effective solution for this problem. In a social graph
that contains both positive edges and negative edges,
a prediction technique of edges’ natures is proposed
by Leskovec et al. [11]. An increase of edges in
a graph by prediction of edges would improve the
clustering performance.

In our study, we classified editors by editors’
biases, but we do not find each cluster’s kind of bias.
We plan to detect characteristics of the clusters from
editors’ texts and label the clusters automatically.
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